Replace "Student view" label by "Switch to student view"
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Description
The current "Student view" button (and its corresponding "Teacher view") is confusing because it doesn't state the action to be done. To reduce the confusion, we should move to something like "Switch to student view". This would make it a bit longer, but it would ensure a non-ambiguous button that is always present for teachers, so it pays to improve it.

- English
  - Switch to student view
  - Switch to teacher view
- French
  - Passer en vue étudiant
  - Passer en vue enseignant
- Spanish
  - Cambiar a vista estudiante
  - Cambiar a vista profesor

Associated revisions
Revision b0435938 - 07/08/2015 00:11 - Yannick Warnier
Change 'Student View' button label to 'Switch to student view' to make it more explicit - refs #7780

History
#1 - 07/08/2015 00:13 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Assigned to Feature implemented
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Changes sent.